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Dear Secretary of State

Further to recent announcements with regards to the Draft Economic Crime (Transparency
and Enforcement) Bill, we are writing with details and concerns regarding UK land and
defence infrastructure situated on that land with uncertain ownership that may require
more urgent attention due to the security concerns involved. We are also aware that Sir
Roger Gale, MP for North Thanet, may have also recently contacted you to promote the
Manston site for use by the UK Government, perhaps unaware of the lack of transparency
with regards to its ultimate owners or the security or economic crimes risk this may
represent. 

As you may be aware, the Defence Infrastructure Organisation (DIO) has repeatedly
lodged long-standing objections to a current Development Consent Order (DCO)
application with regards to proposed development of the former Manston airfield. These
objections concern location of the DIO's High Resolution Definition Finder, (HRDF),
which is housed on the Manston site. 

We have attached urgent correspondence submitted today to your Rt Hon colleague, Grant
Shapps, the Secretary of State for Transport, in relation to this matter which we would also
like to bring to your urgent attention since it relates to a potential security risk with regards
to the Manston site, the housing of the HRDF . This regards the unknown entities who own
the Manston site via a secretive chain of shell companies, registered in either the BVI or
Panama, (it is unclear which), and with funds funnelled through Switzerland. A summary
chart of this shell structure is included below and attached. 

RSP Structure Nov 2021.png

I am also aware that Sir Roger Gale, MP for North Thanet, has also raised questions to Ben
Wallace in the House on 9 March 2022, proposing to circumvent the DCO application and
reopen the airport "to fly out humanitarian aid", to which Mr Wallace responded
appropriately that "we have the capacity we need, and the landing slots and landing fields
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Important new evidence regarding national security for the attention of the Manston


Airport Case Team (UPDATED and resubmitted 11/3/22)


1. This submission is in response to the SoSFT’s letter of 21 October 2021,


specifically paragraph 8, and his letter dated 11 March 2022, specifically


paragraph 11.


2. We resubmit our comment as Redetermination Correspondence which we wish


to be treated as a formal consultation response in relation to currently


unfolding events and in the interests of national security.


3. Current context


3.1. As you will be aware, airports were amongst the first wave of strategic


targets in the Russian invasion of Ukraine in an effort for Russia to seize1


control of these airports.


3.2. Since control and ownership of an airport may be achieved more easily


during peacetime through financial means than through military force in


a conflict, the question of who has ultimate control and ownership of the


UK’s airports - specifically for cargo and/or military use - is clearly of


paramount importance.


4. Strategic importance of the Manston site


4.1. The strategic importance of the Manston site is further underlined by the


long-standing objections to the application and safeguarding concerns
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https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/russian-helicopters-attack-military-airport-near-kyiv-ukrainian-official
s-2022-02-24/
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submitted by the UK’s Defence Infrastructure Organisation - a2


department of the Ministry of Defence (MoD). These concerns are in


relation to the High Resolution Direction Finder (HRDF).


4.2. The importance of the HRDF to the UK’s security infrastructure was


summarised by the UK Planning Inspectorate in its Recommendation


Report of 18 October 2019 as follows:


“A HRDF is an antenna and associated equipment which, in conjunction


with similar units in other locations, provides a navigational aid to


aircraft operating within its range. The HRDF is used to precisely locate


transmissions from emergency transponder beacons on aircraft


(military and civilian) or any military aircrew that have bailed out of their


aircraft.”


5. Ultimate ownership and control of the Proposed Development


5.1. As you will be aware, the Draft Economic Crime (Transparency and


Enforcement) Bill was introduced on 1 March 2022, (“Economic Crime3


Bill”) which includes a Register of Overseas Entities.


5.2. Announcing the Economic Crime Bill, Business Secretary Kwasi Kwarteng


said :4


“The Bill we will introduce tomorrow will crack down on foreign criminals


using UK property to launder their money. The new register will require


anonymous foreign owners to reveal their real identity to ensure that


criminals can’t hold property behind secretive chains of shell companies.


By legislating now, we will send a clear warning to those who have, or


who are thinking about using the UK property market to launder ill-gotten


gains - particularly those linked to the Putin regime”.


4


https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/statement-on-corporate-transparency-and-economic-crime-mea
sures
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https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/105782
2/DRAFT_Economic_Crime_Transparency_and_Enforcement_Bill.pdf
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https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-0
05755-Defence%20Infrastructure%20Organisation.pdf
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5.3. The nature of unfolding events in Ukraine and this rush by the UK


Government to introduce emergency legislation underlines the urgency


and importance of transparency regarding ultimate ownership of


property, which includes the Manston site and associated land, which


was purchased by the Applicant on the final day of the Examination in


2019. Transparency and security concerns as regards ultimate


beneficial ownership is clearly a key consideration in relation to


nationally significant transport infrastructure - now and in the immediate


future - with the Economic Crime Bill to be applied retrospectively to


property bought in England and Wales since January 1999. This must


surely be an urgent consideration with regards to this application.


5.4. As you will be aware, questions regarding the ultimate owners of the


Applicant company and therefore ultimate owners of the Manston Site


housing the HRDF and of the Proposed Development have gone


unanswered throughout the Examination, with the Applicant going to


great lengths to avoid divulging this information.


5.5. The current state of the Applicant’s secretive chain of shell companies


and lack of transparency regarding ownership and ultimate control, as


per up-to-date filings made at Companies House, was documented in our


response to the SoS Second Consultation, ref TR02002-006245-350 at5


paras 7.4 - 7.8 and illustrated in the chart below and attached:
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5.6. The land associated with the Manston Site and that which houses the


HRDF is owned by one of the Applicant’s shell companies, Riveroak MSE


Ltd. As the chart above and attached shows, Riveroak MSE Ltd is owned


by Riveroak Strategic Partners Ltd, which is 87.2% owned by HLX


Nominees Ltd (HLXN), with no transparency as to whether HLXN is


registered in Panama or the BVI and no transparency as to the identity or


nationality of HLXN’s Directors, Members and ultimate controlling party.


5.7. We further draw attention to the strong Swiss connections via HLXN and


the Applicant’s Directors, Nicholas Rothwell, Rico Seitz and Gerhard


Huesler, who jointly own a further 11.5% of the Applicant, Riveroak


Strategic Partners Ltd, and who manage and administer the funds and


circular loans funneled through from HLXN in BVI and/or Panama, via


Switzerland . This is significant in relation to both the Credit Suisse leaks6


and to the recent reports that:


“stocks controlled by Russian investors in Switzerland increased from 8


billion francs in 2014 to 29 billion in 2018, making the Russians the most


significant direct investors in Switzerland”7


5.8. We further draw attention to our intervention during the Examination


with regards to the Applicant’s lack of transparency in relation to the


regulation of its Swiss operations, summarised in the UK Planning


Inspector’s Report at paras 9.8.64 - 9.8.66 as follows:


“9.8.64 In its repose to F.3.3 [Rep7a-002 ] the Applicant stated that:8


“For the avoidance of doubt, HLX Nominees Limited is a BVI


registered company, but is managed and administered out of


Switzerland. As it is owned by Helix and performs a role


within legal structures for Helix Fiduciary AG it also falls


8


https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-0
04084-Third%20Written%20Questions%20Answers.pdf


7 https://www.finews.com/news/english-news/50232-sanctions-russia-ukraine-seco-switzerland
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https://www.theguardian.com/news/2022/feb/22/how-swiss-banking-secrecy-global-financial-system-switz
erland-tax-elite
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under the review of the regulator of Switzerland”.


9.8.65 Evidence submitted by Five10Twelve [REP7a-030 ] stated9


that Helix is not under supervision by FINMA (Swiss Financial


Market Supervisory Authority) and is not a member of the


Swiss Association of Trust Companies.


9.8.66 In response, the Applicant provided a letter from Helix at


Appendix CAH2 - 10 of its written summary of oral


submissions put at CAH2 [REP8-011] which stated that:


“Since inception, Helix has chosen to be regulated by


following fully FINMA-recognised SRO: Financial Services


Standards Association VQF (see https://www.vqf.ch/en/)”


5.9. By definition, an SRO is a “Self Regulatory Organisation” which, whilst


recognised by FINMA, clearly does not carry the same authority or levels


of reassurance. It is questionable as to how much comfort can be gained


- if any - from a self-regulating financial organisation in these times.


6. Conclusion


6.1. Security concerns with regards ultimate ownership of the Applicant, the


Manston site housing the HRDF and of the Proposed Development, raised


in our response ref TR02002-006245-350 at para 7.8, are now all the


more urgent in light of unfolding global events and emerging national


policy and legislation.
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APPENDIX: FULL SIZE SHELL COMPANY / CORPORATE STRUCTURE CHART
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we need to deliver whatever we need to do" . 

In light of the current situation in Ukraine and ongoing concerns with regards to Russia
and Russian money, please consider these matters with regards to any arrangements that
the Government may make or consider with regards to Manston. 

Kind regards
Jason Jones-Hall
Director

Five10Twelve Ltd

   
This message is private and confidential. If you have received this message in error, please notify us and remove it
from your system.  
   
Five10Twelve is a private limited company incorporated in England & Wales under the name Five10Twelve
Limited, Company No 8412137 




